
Daily Market Intelligence

Neutral DJI

Neutral Spu’s

Neutral Nasd 100

Neutral DAX & Nikkei

Negative Bond Markets sell big rallies

Risk Spreads are Bullish DJI, Nasd & SPU.

Long-term Bullish Indices…

Tactical event trading.



Stocks

Spu…Pit daily has only gone to its 200 DMA on one occasion

having all the pundits on Wall Street calling for another retest.



Spu’s…Globex clearly shows the retest double bottom @ the

200 DMA



Nasd 100/Bonds…Semi-Anuual



Spu/Bonds qtrly…the first time up to the old high (the

vertical line) the Spu broke 160 points.



Spu/Bond…Pit Annual..breaking of that line elected the

2800 swing count in the Spu the 10/1/17.



Silver….Annual



Bonds



FX



Commodities



General Comments or Valuable Insight

Today I fielded client calls asking me when it was time

to buy. That was clearly 2/9/18

My name is not the great Carnac and I’ve long ago put

away my Johnny Carson Wizard hat.

Depends on which chart you follow, and being a Chi

Town kid, it’s the Globex Futures.

I don’t need to see another retest of the low.

It’s fulfilled my retest requirement.

I use the Pit session for gaps and long-term studies

because there is a greater database.

Wall Street guys are telling you the market has to retest

its 200 DMA before confirming the low.

They are looking at the Spy or a cash U.S. session only

map.

That gets back to which chart you follow. Trader’s

choice.

Now look at the long-term Equity/Bond spreads and

then look at the yearly Silver.

Silver tells you that you don’t buy strength into a

possible multi decade double top. You trade it from the

short side the first time up looking for price rejection.

7000 Nasd 100 Futures was the level I’d first projected

to see increased volatility looking at the spread.



An 836-point correction qualifies as price rejection the

first time up.

You could very well see further price rejection on new

highs in the Nasd 100 Futures as the spread nears the

2000 high.

If and when the spread breaks out as the Spu/Bonds

last year, it will be another big game.

Best keep subscribed if you wish to stay on top of the

game.

Spu/Bond qtrly shows you can take a confirmed

breakout and get rewarded.

What I do know for sure is that you should not be

chasing strength thinking you’re missing something.

It’s day trading paradise after a year of vertical grinding

hell.

Instruments that rallied yesterday puked today.

The majority of Financials all had engulfing bear

patterns, most of which I don’t believe.

Currency traders were mad dog dollar bulls yesterday.

Today they were turned into whimpering puppies.

It’s a dating game for now.
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Chart Lines....Ichimoku

Green Bright...200 DMA Aqua 50 DMA Blue

Green 21 DMA Fuchsia 18 DMA Yellow 10

SMA

These are simple moving averages. When you

roll a chart to weekly or monthly the

averages are simple weekly or monthly mvg

averages.

The reddish purple is an embedded Imoku

line which acts as momentum.

The leaf green is an embedded Imoku line

which calculates 50% retraces.

Brown line is where the Macd with

histogram crosses. The line shows the visual

on every time frame so you don’t have to

guess looking at the price of the cross in a

line study.




